# HUMANITIES (HUM)

**HUM 100 – Introduction to Humanities**  
3 credit hours  
Explore the Western tradition of humanities and the arts and learn about important art works from the Classical era to the present - artists, authors, composers, sculptors, etc. Gain knowledge about the elements and critical judgments associated with the various disciplines. Develop cultural literacy and examine how important questions about life are expressed through the humanities.

**HUM 280H – Special Topics-Honors**  
3 credit hours

**HUM 300 – Great Works in the Humanities**  
3 credit hours  
Explore the humanities as a world of stories, ideas and images by seeing how great works (literary, visual, musical) are created and interpreted. Discover major works in Western humanities and arts to gain an understanding of how they change individuals and societies. Contrast various schools of interpretation in the humanities and arts.